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Today’s Agenda
- Short intro: Sharing research code: why and how? (20 min)

- Breakout discussion #1 (15 min)

- Breakout discussion #2 (15 min)

- Group wrap up (10 min)



Why talk about code and research software?
For many of us science wouldn’t happen without code and software!

“Software is a cornerstone of science. Without software, twenty-first century 
science would be impossible. Without better software, science cannot 
progress.” - Science Code Manifesto

We should share and cite the code we use in our research to:

● Give and receive credit for creating software
● Help others discover useful software
● Make our research more reproducible

http://sciencecodemanifesto.org/


Open Code in two steps:
1. Share the code that you write

2. Cite the code and software that you use

Caveat: code sharing and citation practices are evolving! These slides were 
informed by the Software Citation Principles and Recognizing the Value of 
Software: A Software Citation Guide

However, more publishers are realizing the importance of citing code and 
coming up with new author guidelines (ex: Science asks authors to cite software 
central to their findings). 

https://peerj.com/articles/cs-86/
https://f1000research.com/articles/9-1257/v2
https://f1000research.com/articles/9-1257/v2


How do you share your code?
Scenario 1: You wrote some code for your data analysis

● Deposit your code in an archival repository like Zenodo, get a DOI, and link 
to your paper

○ Why is GitHub not good enough? Use the GitHub to Zenodo pipeline! 

Scenario 2: You created your own piece of software

● Create a software package and submit it to a disciplinary or programming 
language-specific repository

○ Ex: for an R package you could submit to CRAN or Bioconductor

● Consider writing a software paper about your package and submitting it to 
a journal like the Journal of Open Source Software

https://guides.github.com/activities/citable-code/


How do you cite code?
Scenario 1: You are using someone’s software in your analysis

● Find their citation file or assemble it yourself
○ For R packages: citation(“packagename”)
○ Citation guide for common Python packages

● Cite it in the references of your paper (note the version!)

Scenario 2: You are using someone’s software to write new software

● Find their citation file
● Cite it in your source code/documentation

Note from Katz et al., 2021: If an article exists that describes the software, it should be cited as an 
additional reference, as well as citing the software itself. Do not cite the article instead of the software.

https://www.scipy.org/citing.html
https://f1000research.com/articles/9-1257/v2


What to include in a citation?
Developer, A. A., Developer, B. B., & Developer, C. C. (yyyy)1. Title of the 
software: Subtitle (Version #.#)2 [Computer software]3. Publisher4, https://URL5

Coon, E., Berndt, M., Jan, A., Svyatsky, D., Atchley, A., Kikinzon, E., Harp, D., Manzini, G., Shelef, 
E., Lipnikov, K., Garimella, R., Xu, C., Moulton, D., Karra, S., Painter, S., Jafarov, E., & Molins, S. 
(2020, March 25). Advanced Terrestrial Simulator (ATS) v0.88 (Version 0.88) [Computer software]. 
Zenodo. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3727209

Dataverse Project (2020). Dataverse (Version 4.20) [Computer software] 
https://github.com/IQSS/dataverse/releases/tag/v4.20

IBM Corp. (2017). IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows (Version 25.0) [Computer software]. IBM Corp. 
https://www.ibm.com/products/spss-statistics

Source: Katz et al., 2021

https://f1000research.com/articles/9-1257/v2#FN1
https://f1000research.com/articles/9-1257/v2#FN2
https://f1000research.com/articles/9-1257/v2#FN3
https://f1000research.com/articles/9-1257/v2#FN4
https://url5
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3727209
https://github.com/IQSS/dataverse/releases/tag/v4.20
https://github.com/IQSS/dataverse/releases/tag/v4.20
https://www.ibm.com/products/spss-statistics
https://www.ibm.com/products/spss-statistics
https://f1000research.com/articles/9-1257/v2


What code should you cite?
This is an evolving area and can depend on your community norms. However, 
in general:

“software should be cited on the same basis as any other research product 
such as a paper or a book; that is, authors should cite the appropriate set of 
software products just as they cite the appropriate set of papers.”

- Software Citation Principles

Think about the main tools or packages that you used in your work

https://peerj.com/articles/cs-86/


While we are talking about code...
Version control your scripts!

Comment everywhere!

Other useful guidance:

- Good Enough Practices in Scientific Computing
- Excuse me, do you have a minute to talk about version control?

https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005510
https://peerj.com/preprints/3159/


Reminder: Get an ORCID!

ORCID = researcher ID

An ORCID helps make sure that you (not someone with a very similar name) is 
getting the credit for your work



Breakout Discussion #1
1. How do you use code and software in your research?

2. Do you cite code? Is there a standard in your field?

3. Do you share or publish scripts or code that you have written?



Breakout Discussion #2
Explore this code repo in Zenodo. 

● What is this code for?
● What is it linked to?
● How would you cite it?

https://zenodo.org/record/3885328#.YA9Bq-CIZTY


What was it for?





Lots of things in lots of places!



How would you cite this code?



What other questions/comments do 
you have?



Next Meetup: 
Feb 23rd - Open Data Standards 


